
Be in the Next QuiBids Commercial
QuiBids hosts a video contest to search for a customer to be in its next commercial. 

OKLAHOMA CITY, OK— QuiBids is hosting a Video Contest throughout the month of July where customers have the chance to be in their
next commercial. The contest started in early June and is set to end August 1, 2013.

In the contest, participants are asked to submit a :30 video explaining what they have won and why they enjoy using QuiBids. The winner will
be flown out to the next commercial shoot and the contestant with the best video will win an Apple iPad. The best video submissions are those
that are well-lit with customers showing their personality, are upbeat and easy to follow. View QuiBids’ YouTube channel for examples of
testimonial video submissions from past contests.

QuiBids is all about fun and continues to come up with ways to connect with its customers. “We wouldn’t be where we are today without our
customers,” said Jill Merritt, QuiBids’ Director of Public Relations. “That’s simply another reason why we want to feature our customers. There
are so many who have a great story to tell and we want everyone to hear about their experience.” 

QuiBids current commercial explains how QuiBids works and features a customer who won multiple products at great prices. Amazing deals
happen on QuiBids every day and it’s time to feature additional customers to show off their real-life stories. For more information on the video
contest, be sure to visit QuiBids blog.

About QuiBids
QuiBids is the most fun way to get what you want online. Their live auctions are more exciting, reliable and safer than other online auction
websites. QuiBids has been a Better Business Bureau (BBB) accredited business since September of 2010 and has had its bidding and
shipping processes voluntarily examined by Grant Thornton. QuiBids focuses on leading the innovation of the entertainment shopping
industry.
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